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Marketing@uscold.com

A MESSAGE FROM THE CEO

larry alderfer
I’m excited... the year is in
full swing, our facilities are
all busy, and we have many
great, transformational
projects underway.
The tremendous progress
and growth we are creating
at United States Cold
Storage continues to
energize me. Our Cold Crew
is driving a huge revolution
in the cold chain and within
USCS through our efforts
in automation, digitization,
and sustainability all while
maintaining our outstanding
operational performance.
US Cold’s automation
evolution is being led by
Chad Bowen, our Senior
Director of Automation.
Four years ago, we launched
fully into automation on
many fronts to create our
warehouse of the future.
Fast-forward to today - Chad
and his talented team are

ensuring that all of our newly
constructed warehouses
and expanded warehouses
have integrated automated
systems from the day
they open.
An exciting example of
our automation efforts is at
USCS Lebanon, IN, the site
of our first major automation
expansion in 2018. Led by
Adam Ashley, the Lebanon
General Manager, the
innovative and experienced
Lebanon team has more
than doubled the facility
throughput capacity by
leveraging the efficiency of
the new automation systems
installed in the expansion.
Their efforts, learnings and
experience are now being
leveraged in our latest
automation expansion in
McDonough, GA. The
total team effort and focus
is helping to enable the
McDonough team to ramp

Now, we’re adapting data science
techniques to provide predictive, smart, and
innovative solutions to age-old problems.
With the support of our parent company,
Swire, we’re excited about the many digital
investments we are making. We are looking
forward to the completion of the roll out
of our new highly effective Intelligent
Appointment Scheduler (IAS) for carrier
scheduling to all facilities by the end of
2022. In addition, we’re integrating this with
our new state-of-the-art Phenix warehouse
management system, so we have a broader,
more accurate set of data points that enables
smarter decision-making.
Srini continues to apply digitization best
practices to all areas of our business. He
and his high performing team are incredibly
focused and determined to digitize the
future of the cold chain. Not only do these
new concepts benefit our company, but they
also benefit our customers and the entire
cold chain.
US Cold’s sustainability evolution is being
led by Mike Lynch, our VP of Engineering.
Mike actually was our very first energy
guru when he started with US Cold over
20 years ago. Over his career Mike has
pushed the boundaries of how we can be
a good steward of the land and resources

of this planet - while at the same time building and
upgrading our state-of-the-art facilities with the best
energy management technology available.
Lead by Mike’s steadfast focus on energy
management, I am always heartened and amazed by
our incredible engineering team throughout all our
facilities driving innovation leading to less energy
consumption in cooling and lighting. The total
attention to detail to energy management means
that USCS is seeing radically improved performance
in existing systems while also installing and tuning
new, modern system components throughout our
expansive network.
Today, Mike is lifting the sustainability bar even
higher. New projects with a lower carbon footprint
focus are underway across the country including
three additional solar arrays being installed over the
next 12 months.
With Mike leading the way and with the support we
receive from Swire, I’m confident we will surpass our
sustainability goals.
US Cold’s evolution is being led by every member
of the US Cold Crew. When I am visiting our facilities
across the U.S., I am so impressed with the people
on our team. We are a perfect mix of long-term
industry experience and energetic new talent.
To the experienced Cold Crew members, I say, ‘thank
you’ because you are the reason our warehouses are
clean and orderly. To our fresh faces, I say, ‘welcome’.
You are part of a great family with a fantastic missionto be the Best in Cold.
And finally, our evolution of the cold chain and
our company would not be possible without the
unwavering support of our customers. USCS
continues to strive for excellence because our
customers rely on us to safely and efficiently put
food on tables of our friends, families, and
the nation.

Larry Alderfer
President & CEO
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WHAT’S NEW

USCS Lake City Specifications:

On a Growth Track

• 8.6 million cubic feet
• 32,000 racked pallet positions
• Temperatures from -20ºF to 34ºF

• 33 dock doors
• COLDshare Consolidation Program
• BRC Certified

• Import/Export
• Repack
• Blast Freezing

Summer rail spur project helps USCS Lake City, FL, grow.

United States Cold Storage expects
by this fall to construct a rail receiving
dock behind its 8.6 million-cubic-foot
warehouse in Lake City, FL. Immediate
plans are for four new rail siding
receiving doors—with opportunity to
nearly double that in the future.
“This is a tremendous and immediate
capacity boost for us,” says Paul
Boartfield, USCS Lake City General
Manager. “Without extra traffic and
space impacting our front dock, we’ll
soon be able to bring in additional loads
through the back. And we already have
the facility (-20F to +34F) to handle
rail-type commodities such as frozen
potatoes and refrigerated and frozen
dairy products. It’s quite exciting.”

“Population growth throughout
Florida and the Southeast in recent
years—coupled with growing inventory
levels for frozen and refrigerated
foods—have made USCS Lake City a
great option for servicing this entire
region,” notes Marty Steinmetz, USCS
Vice President, Strategic Partnerships.
“The Lake City team already has a
solid reputation for strong operations
and excellent customer service. The
addition of a rail spur and rail dock
will allow us to manage commodity
distribution from the West Coast. It
makes this site even more attractive to
our existing customer base, as well as
potential new customers throughout
the Southeast.”

PAUL BOARTFIELD
GENERAL MANAGER
USCS Lake City

Laying the groundwork for this news was
a decision by CSX to vacate area track
rights. A new operator, Florida Gulf &
Atlantic Railroad, now plans to activate
and utilize the line and will construct a
rail spur (branch line) near USCS Lake
City. For its part, USCS will build a 275foot, 30-foot wide rail receiving dock to
directly connect to the line.

USCS Lake City is close to Jacksonville, FL the most populous city in Florida, and the
largest city by area in the contiguous
United States.
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SAFETY

Learn—and
Leverage
“Innovators Grand Prix”
contest helps all USCS
facilities increase safety,
reduce injuries.

Because there’s a single driver behind the wheel,
casual observers might assume professional racing
is an individual sport. Yet anyone who goes to the
track knows that racing actually involves a highly
coordinated team. The difference between winning
and losing involves seconds, small details and closely
coordinated actions—involving not just the driver—
but also a team manager, crew chief, specialists
mechanics and engineers, pit crew, spotters
and others.
And although speed is important, going fast is not
the only thing that makes a winner. A win is not a win
if someone gets hurt. All these team members must
adhere to strict procedures and processes.
There’s no better analogy for how USCS also
approaches safety. Its first annual Innovators Grand
Prix safety program literally recognizes safety as a
team effort at each of the company’s 43 locations.

The program encourages warehouses to
be innovative as they promote safety and
increase employee engagement. Facilities
earn points for completing activities in areas of
occupational safety, food safety, process safety,
security, emergency response, sustainability,
and health.
USCS Warsaw, NC, employees took first place
in last year’s Innovators Grand Prix, which ran
from February through December 2020. With
this year’s “race” already well underway, Lisa
Battino, Vice President, Compliance & Safety,
already can point to several benefits.
“The main purpose is to foster innovation
and engagement in activities that help
prevent injuries, promote sustainability, and
encourage a healthy Cold Crew,” she says. “I
was extremely happy with the 2020 results.

Each warehouse showed their innovation
by participating and many locations created
new and exciting programs to help increase
engagement. In this regard, we view more
points as fewer injuries and last year our top
50% of facilities collectively reduced lost-time
injury rates by as much as 67% as compared to
2019. The program has proven to be a success.”
Behind the scenes, USCS already has hosted
safety calls for its regional safety leaders
to share ideas and best practices. Adding
Innovators Grand Prix program activities only
bodes well for future efforts.
“A little healthy competition now will help us
‘think outside the box’ and share even more
ideas,” says Battino.

LISA BATTINO
VICE PRESIDENT
COMPLIANCE &
SAFETY

FROM LEFT TO RIGHT
DAVID BUTTERFIELD
LARRY ALDERFER
JOE WOOD
DESHONNA COLEMAN
BRIAN JACKSON
EDDIE CHESTNUTT
JESSE HOOKS
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Go Team!
USCS’ automation team expands, adds more great people.
What do football and food storage
have in common? Both involve large
teams of people working together
toward a goal. Of course when you
look closer, there are smaller subsets
of teams. A football team has an
offensive unit, a defensive unit and a
“special” teams group that focuses on
just certain aspects of the process.
Likewise, USCS’ growth in
automation—involving facilities
in Lebanon, IN, Wilmington, IL
and McDonough, GA—brings to
light the skills of a growing team
to incorporate and maintain these
sophisticated systems. The most
recent news involves a McDonough
2 facility. In 2018, USCS completed
a 15 million-cubic-foot addition
that included a complete automatic
storage and retrieval system (AS/
RS), automated layer picking, pickto-belt case picking and pick tunnels.
The operation serves an attached
manufacturing site owned and
operated by Dole Foods.
“McDonough has been a huge effort.
It’s taken two large and complicated
automation projects and collapsed
them onto a single site,” notes Chad
Bowen, USCS Director of Automation
& Innovation. “Bringing this on-line
has been a huge collaborative effort
for our automation team members
and partners, who worked through
all the challenges of bringing a
large scale project from inception
to execution. This team worked
with all the USCS groups—including
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Safety, CoDE, Finance, Engineering,
and Human Resources—to manage and
coordinate the moving parts to
the project.
“USCS crew oversaw
the construction
and building of the
automation system,
the hiring and training
the employees to
operate and maintain
the systems, the
establishment of new
processes,” he adds.
“They also worked with
CoDE and our suppliervendors to ensure
ability to execute. And
those were just a few
of our tasks. I cannot
say enough about
these team members—
from the effort they
extended, solutions they
provided, and leadership
they demonstrated.”
Automation team
members include
Mark Schuchter, an
Automation Project
Manager who also is a
head office employee
traveling nationwide
as needed. On site
in McDonough 2 are Automation
Superintendents Jonathan VanWinkle
and Amanda Eidam; as well as
Maintenance Supervisor Daniel Merritt.

Mark Schuchter
Automation Project Manager
A Kentucky native, Mark earned a
B.A. in Computer Information Systems
later worked for Kroger for nearly 18
years in information technology and
logistics roles. He joined USCS in 2018
as Automation Project Manager and is
a corporate employee who travels as
needed. He also was initially responsible
for USCS’ automation projects in
Lebanon, IN, and Wilmington, IL. In
each case, Mark is responsible for the
overall automation project, timeline,
and budget. He also works closely with
USCS Engineering Managers to oversee
general contractors.
What do you like most about your job?
“I really like the fact that I get to work
with so many different people—both
in and outside of USCS—as a team on
these large projects. Then we get to see
the end results of our hard work.”
How does your role most
challenge you?
“There can be days that are fairly slow
or quiet and days that are super busy
and chaotic. The challenge is trying to
balance these and make the best use of
my time—all while keeping everything
moving forward.”

CONTINUED >
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Daniel Merritt
Maintenance Supervisor
McDonough 2

Jonathan VanWinkle
Automation Superintendent,
McDonough 2

Amanda Eidam
Automation Superintendent
McDonough 2

A lifelong learner, Georgia native
Daniel Merritt earned degrees in
both psychology and accounting
before taking his first career post
in accounting. He later left to learn
about air conditioning. That led to
additional jobs in maintenance as
well a role as a technical college
air conditioning instructor. That’s
when he first learned of USCS.
Daniel joined USCS McDonough
1 in March 2020 as a Maintenance
Supervisor and then transferred to
McDonough 2. Daniel supports the
automation superintendents, and
automation supervisors. He also
has worked directly with the AS/
RS supplier (Westfalia) to develop
plans and schedules to maintain
automation equipment. He also
supports McDonough’s chief engineer
and maintenance supervisor with
other tasks related to conventional
maintenance.

Since age 18, Jonathan has lived in
Georgia, where he earned an Associate’s
degree from Gordon College. He
worked at Sam’s Club in McDonough,
focused on fresh foods and eventually
became the Fresh Manager. He later
joined Lineage Logistics and served
for nearly two years as a warehouse
employee. He joined USCS’ McDonough
1 site in 2016 as a floor associate. He
worked in inventory in 2016 and 2017
and then was named LMS/Warehouse
Supervisor in 2018. In June 2019,
he was promoted to Automation
Superintendent. Now assigned to
McDonough 2, Jonathan helps ensure
the automation system works to meet
the needs of both the site and customer.

A Georgia native, Amanda earned a
B.S. (Psychology, Human Services) from
Clayton State University. During college,
she also worked in production and quality
control positions at Ken’s Foods, a sauce,
and dressings processor (2010-2016).
She joined USCS McDonough 1 in 2016
as an Inventory Supervisor. Amanda and
Jonathan were assigned to McDonough
2 prior to its construction and in June
2019, Amanda was officially promoted
to Automation Superintendent. She and
Jonathan trained and now manage two
supervisors and four AS/RS operators.
Amanda notes a key part of the job
involves servicing Dole with raw materials
it needs each day to operate. This means
coordinating McDonough 2 operations
with USCS’ Dole customer service team as
well as Dole’s on-site operations.

What do you like most about
your job?
“I really enjoy being on the cutting
edge of our industry. Each day
provides new challenges and new
tools to overcome those challenges.”
How does your role most
challenge you?
“My biggest challenge is planning
how my team will service and maintain
the vast array of equipment we have
in our automated system.”
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What do you like most about your job?
“Problem solving. I enjoy the
opportunity I have to see challenges and
work with a team to overcome them.
With this project being as large as it is,
there are many unknowns and problems
that have arisen and required
fast solutions.”
How does your role most challenge you?
“It is a responsibility that carries a lot
of weight to ensure that all systems
are working and free of any barriers
to supply our customer. Though the
challenge is there and the strain may
come with it, I am honored to have been
trusted to work with a team to
achieve this.”

DANIEL

JONATHAN

What do you like most about your job?
“I like all the challenges and the
operations of automation. I love my team
and the leaders they are becoming. We
have been putting in not only knowledge
but leadership skills into the team we have
chosen. They make me proud every day
and I can’t wait to see them train up the
next round of operators and supervisors
that come through in the years.”
How does your role most challenge you?
“In the beginning, there was so much to
learn. I have to become an expert in every
piece of the project, from beginning
to end.”

AMANDA
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INNOVATION

Innovating—Through Adversity
Regional operations leaders discuss how USCS operations adapted, adjusted
and innovated during the COVID pandemic.

Editor’s Note: The common saying is that tough
times don’t last but tough people do. It’s no
secret that every aspect of the COVID pandemic
challenged nation’s food supply chain, including
USCS’ nationwide network of 43 facilities. For a
first-hand perspective of how USCS responded,
The Shield conducts a series of interviews with
USCS’ regional senior vice presidents. In this first
of two parts, we hear first from Dave Butterfield,
Senior Vice President-Central; and Steve
Cunningham, Senior Vice President-Northeast.

The Shield: What were the most
challenging aspects of 2020 and the
nation’s COVID pandemic in regard to
your region’s operations?
Steve Cunningham: I’d say it was
keeping people safe while maintaining
essential operations. As the pandemic
unfolded, we were forced to learn
about things we’d never had to handle
before as managers. For example, these
variables included contact tracing,
quarantine procedures, anti-virus
fogging, etc. Meanwhile, we kept doing
the best we could to keep employees
safe, informed and operating.
Dave Butterfield: Yes, it was trying
to balance the unknown pandemic
consequences, the safety of our USCS
Cold Crew and their families and the flow
of our customers’ products. Meanwhile,
there was so much media messaging
that was politically charged. It was hard
but we were trying to provide and make
life as “normal” as possible under the
circumstances. All the credit goes to our
general managers and their staffs to daily
10

DAVID BUTTERFIELD
SENIOR VICE
PRESIDENT-CENTRAL

STEVE CUNNINGHAM
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENTNORTHEAST
understand, adjust, communicate and achieve
our goals. Their leadership to accomplish the
mission was outstanding!
The Shield: David, you mentioned the
importance of customer product flow.
What proved most challenging in regard to
supporting customer needs?
Butterfield: Throughout this period, our
customers have been fantastic. They all were in
either similar or worse circumstances as USCS.
We all discovered how volatile the food supply
chain and distribution market can be and how
they’re effected in ways we haven’t seen since
Hurricane Katrina.
For some customers, it was a matter of
keeping up with supply. Our tasks were to
work through allocating supply across many
consignees. Meanwhile, we have customers
in the foodservice sector who had extremely
high inventories that weren’t shipping—and we
needed to somehow coach them through this
period as well. I actually learned a lot about
food manufacturing, planning and distribution
through this process!

Cunningham: I agree. The customer piece was
unique to each facility. Buildings with a heavy
foodservice presence saw [shipping] volumes
dip significantly unlike retail buildings, which
saw some record volumes as the pandemic
pushed on. With COVID in play, it made it
difficult to shift labor from building to building.
Unfortunately, some sites just had to “push
through” the volume.
Shield: As we slowly start to exit the
pandemic, what are you most proud of in
regard to operations, customers and/or USCS
overall?
Cunningham: Our people! From the front line
folks at facilities to regional and head office,
I’m proud of how well we all worked together.
It’s been an extremely stressful time to navigate
so much change and run a business.
Butterfield: I totally agree. First, I am very
proud of our warehouse Cold Crew. They
were outstanding at being “present” daily,
especially with so many outside influences
tugging at them. They showed up daily and
took care of each other and our customers.
Second, I’m proud of our warehouse
management teams, including Customer
Account Specialists, Transportation, Human
Resources, Clerks and Maintenance. Every
day, they were persistent while dealing with so
many changing and developing factors—some
known and some unknown—both at work and
at home.
Third, I give a lot of credit to Lisa Battino,
Vice President of Compliance & Safety. She
developed a plan that allowed USCS to
operate our facilities safely and create an
atmosphere and messaging that protected our
Cold Crew and our sites. Finally, I’m glad to say
that I survived Zoom and Webex.

Cunningham: It’s that when you think you’ve
seen it all—you truly haven’t! I don’t think
anyone could have predicted the craziness of
the past 15 months but I’m very proud with
how USCS weathered the storm.
Butterfield: Personally, I learned (once again)
to appreciate that people rise to the occasion,
and that it’s okay to have differences in
how we think and react to life’s challenges.
Professionally, I learned that automated cranes,
conveyors and lifts don’t get COVID! Also, you
don’t have to be great to start—but you have
to start to be great!
Shield: Business disruption can spark
innovation in different forms. What might be
one or two things you’ve now adopted as
standard practice going forward?
Cunningham: I think we’ve learned that we can
be a bit more flexible in how and where some
of our staff are able to do their jobs. With stayat-home orders in place all over the country,
we did our best to home office as many
employees as possible without hampering
operations. Going forward I think we’ve gained
that flexibility. It could alter how we look at
office space, as well as where people are based
or officed for their daily job responsibilities.
Butterfield: There are some cleaning
procedures that I believe we will continue for
some time, especially during typical cold/
flu season. We’ve already gone down the
automation path. I believe that to continue
this theme will help ensure more consistent
operational performance. I think we also
learned a new communication style. Although
it often was not overly enjoyable, it made
it possible to see and hear our people and
customers during some trying days.

Shield: What’s been something that you
learned personally or professionally during
this past 16-month period?
UNITED STATES COLD STORAGE • THE SHIELD Q2 2021
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LOGISTICS & TRANSPORTATION

Wheels of Change

KEITH MOWERY
SENIOR VICE
PRESIDENT
LOGISTICS

USCS responds to challenging driver capacity issues.
USCS employees may work in cold
conditions but you cannot give a cold
shoulder to tough topics.
One such issue involves the nation’s critical
carrier shortage. To examine in the issue, a
national trade publication, Freight Business
Journal (FBJ), interviewed various supply
chain operators including USCS among
third-party warehouses. Specifically, a writer
asked USCS Director of Logistics Operations
Michael Carlisle about the crisis and
USCS’ response.
“The growing driver shortage has always
been a looming concern,” said Carlisle. “The
past year’s volatility has brought this to the
forefront once again. Carriers are getting
creative on driver recruitment and retention.
Yet, unfortunately this comes at a cost and
we are experiencing this in the current
carrier market.”
The Shield also interviewed Carlisle and
Keith Mowery, USCS Senior Vice President
of Logistics, and asked them to elaborate on
the topics related to driver shortages and
carrier capacity.

USCS Responds

Carlisle told FBJ that
consumer packaged goods
shipping volume is still
at an all-time high in the
cold chain. Interestingly,
USCS has experienced
a 20% increase to its
COLDshare Consolidation
(CSC) program during
the past three years. The
CSC program services all
major grocery consignees
in the continental 48
states. Consignees do not
have the forward warehouse space and
are continuing to push for just-in-time
inventory. This means more frequent
deliveries with less freight. Refrigerated
consolidation programs are becoming
more prevalent in the cold chain.

Driver Shortage: Unfortunately,
there simply aren’t enough drivers,
especially in an expanding economy.
Mowery cites Truckload Drivers
Association data and notes that the
industry finished 2020 with a shortage
of as many as 80,000 drivers. Many
additional factors—including age
demographic, lifestyle challenge,
driving school closures and COVID—
all have impacted the industry. (see
“Bumpy Road Ahead” chart)
Driver Capacity / Unloading: USCS
finds that unloading times at consignee
docks have increased substantially during
the past year. As much as 88% of USCS
deliveries take more than two hours to
unload and 33% take more than four hours
to unload, Mowery reports. This leads to
two challenges. First, in a very tight overall
labor market, it means there are more
drivers needed to do the same work.
Secondly, drivers want to drive and not sit at
stops while they wait to be unloaded. This
makes multi-stop loads.
This makes multi-stop loads very difficult to
recruit for—as more drivers choose not to
handle them.

Other Issues / Equipment: “There also
is a large backlog of new truck and trailer
orders,” Carlisle told FBJ. “Carriers are
waiting as long as 18 months for newly
ordered equipment. Even so, I believe in
time, this will smooth out and establish a
new normal of lead time.”

MICHAEL
CARLISLE
DIRECTOR OF
LOGISTICS
OPERATIONS

“As more customers participate in the
consolidation program, we are able to
better utilize the trucks showing up at our
warehouse,” Mowery notes. “Additionally
by adding volume to CSC loads, the stops
per truck will decrease, which makes the
freight more attractive.”

Carlisle shared a case study
with FBJ. He said a large cheese
customer approached US Cold
about solutions to improve on time
delivery to Walmart. The cheese
processor already took part in
USCS’ COLDshare program but
their on-time scores were less than
the consignee’s recently established
98% standard.
At the time, USCS was in the
process of implementing a Walmart
vendor pool. This program had
the potential to improve Walmart
on time scores by grouping several
customers onto one vendor pool
and preventing the movement of
dates by Walmart. After several
weeks of working with Walmart and
the customer, USCS implemented
the vendor pool and improved ontime scores by 20%. This provided
great savings for the customer and
added several efficiencies for USCS.
For its part, USCS has a strong
internal focus on turn times at USCS
facilities (to keep drivers moving).
Mowery notes that USCS also is
applying new data science methods
to this area and has begun using
Intelligent Appointment Scheduler
(IAS) software to schedule
appointments more efficiently and
drive down turn times.

BUMPY ROAD AHEAD

• 80,000 drivers short in 2020*
• Drivers typically an older demographic /
average age of experienced driver is 55
• Driver lifestyle is not attractive

12

*Truckload Drivers Association

Cyclical trends are accelerating the shortage:
• Carriers went out of business due to low rates and
COVID related volume shifts
• Drug & Alcohol Clearing House is reducing driver counts
- As of Jan 1, 2021 - 45,475 drivers in prohibited status
- Drivers not starting the return to duty process: 34,769

• Pipeline of new drivers is significantly less due
to school shutdowns and class size limitations
• Some drivers left industry temporarily or permanently
due to the pandemic
• Children not in school requiring parent to stay at home

UNITED STATES COLD STORAGE • THE SHIELD Q2 2021
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Center of Digital Excellence

Smart
Scheduling
Intelligent software helps USCS
better schedule carrier deliveries,
boost carrier experience.

United States Cold Storage proudly serves
and supports America’s food system with a
relentless pursuit to continuously evolve the
cold chain industry. One way is to support
those carriers who transport temperaturecontrolled food across America.
When carriers are ready to offload hundreds
of pallets of refrigerated and frozen
foods at a cold storage facility, safety and
efficiency are of primary significance.
First and foremost, driver safety is critical.
On average, truck drivers log more than
70 hours of drive time during an average
eight-day period. Our goal is to be
prepared for a carrier’s arrival so we can
expediently unload their trailer so they can
maximize their hours of service.
Second and just as important is the safety
of our customers’ products. Proper staffing
with adequate team members allows for the
timely transfer of product from truck into
the warehouse.
Thirdly, the less time an 18-wheeler idles is
much better for the environment. Just one
hour of truck idling consumes one gallon
of fuel.
Lastly, some retailers are assessing fines to
carriers who are not arriving on time and
and/or with their full order. For that reason,
it’s imperative to turn the trucks quickly
at cold storage warehouses and avoid
penalties at the receiving
retailer warehouse.
14

By Dinesh Patra,
USCS Data Science Practice Lead

No More “Guessing Game”
Predicting the arrival of in-coming carriers
used to be a multifaceted and complex
guessing game. There are multiple factors
that impact a driver’s ability to forecast a
precise arrival day and time. These include
fluctuating weather, mechanical issues,
previous pickup location delays, and traffic.
Without the ability for a facility to accurately
forecast the arrival day and time of carriers,
it’s challenging to properly plan for
warehouse receiving staff. Late trucks, in
particular, can be disruptive to the staffing
and support plan for a facility and cause
delays for all incoming carriers. In addition,
facilities could potentially be either
understaffed, which causes long turn times
for the carriers; or overstaffed, causing
increased costs to the facility.
Compounding these issues was the fact
that quantitative or qualitative tracking of
transportation metrics or data patterns has
not been exploited to their full extent to
better predict carrier arrivals.
There was a need for an evolved,
data-driven system able to schedule
carrier appointments with precision. US
Cold’s goal was to implement a smart,
predictive system that automated carrier
appointments in a way that the facility was
optimally staffed throughout each hour
of the day without compromising carrier
experience or safety.
Scheduling Solution
United States Cold Storage partnered with
Gramener, Princeton, NJ, to create the cold
chain industry’s first Intelligent Appointment
Scheduler (IAS). Built on Gramener’s
flagship low-code Gramex platform, the
IAS system evolved US Cold’s manual
scheduling process to an intuitive, data
driven, predictive platform.

Since its implementation the Intelligent
Appointment Scheduler has completely
revolutionized carrier appointment scheduling.
Using predictive data, IAS recommends
and schedules appointments by evaluating
various historical parameters such as order
complexity, the effort taken to process an
order, warehouse load, and the propensity
of delay at the carrier’s end. This enables the
facilities to schedule appointments in a way
that the warehouse load is optimally distributed
throughout the day.

Most importantly, this
improvement in turn time and the
drastic reduction in unexpected
delays have led to improved
customer experience. The most
significant impact has been attributed to
decreased turn times for our carriers. Given
that USCS staff is able to prepare for their
predicted arrival in advance, we are able to
have team members available and ready to
receive our carriers and offload their trucks as
quickly as possible.

IAS also is a smart system that analyzes all
incoming data to make intelligent, predictive
recommendations. IAS leverages machine
learning to propose the optimal schedule
for all outbound appointments based on
order complexity and estimated pick-up. It
also programmed to be flexible enough to
survey other data metrics in order to make
recommendations. One of the most notable
aspects of IAS is that it is tightly integrated with
US Cold’s warehouse management system,
providing an even broader insight into how to
best serve and support our carriers, crew and
customers’ products.

Between June 2020 and May 2021, US Cold’s
Business Intelligence Team surveyed more
than 83,000 carriers to gauge their experience
unloading and loading at US Cold facilities
that implemented IAS. This experience was
captured via “Happy or Not” kiosks located
in USCS dock offices. For those facilities that
implemented IAS, the Happy Index was 86%,
indicating superior carrier satisfaction with the
dock experience at USCS IAS sites.

Measured Success!
USCS has successfully deployed the IAS across
26 facilities with the goal of implementing at
the remaining facilities by the end of 2021. US
Cold staff responsible for scheduling carrier
arrivals adopted the system and successfully
scheduled more than 650 appointments
per day.
In addition, USCS facilities are reporting a 15%
improvement in average turn times across all
the warehouses. This resulted in savings of
more than $300,000 on potential detention
charges in Q1 2021.
“Because the IAS application examines order
complexity, pallets and case-picks, and is
able to review historical data based on that
complexity, we are able to effectively plan
for the specific needs of that carrier’s load
which increased our ability to serve them
while decreasing the time required to do so.
This is a tremendous win-win,” said Steve
Palefsky, General Manager, USCS McClellan
(Sacramento, CA).

“A tremendous benefit of the IAS system is it
helps identify the best opportunity to process
late trucks,” says David Salazar, Operations
Manager, USCS Wilmington IL. “IAS assists
our team with properly scheduling late arrivals
without compromising the turn times of other
carriers. It demonstrates that our Cold Crew
equally cares about all our partner carriers.”
When the IAS was rolled out in one of our
largest facilities, the management observed
a 35% decline in facility turn time. This led
to USD $25,733 savings in loading detention
charges in Q1 2021.
“US Cold’s digitization evolution is a critical
component for advancing the way we support
the cold chain. We believe digital is the key
to that advancement. We’re pushing the
limits of data science to provide predictive,
cost effective, and innovative solutions. Our
Intelligent Appointment Scheduler is proof of
that,” concludes Larry Alderfer, USCS President
& CEO.
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ENGINEERING

Here Comes the Sun
New solar installations will help USCS slash
carbon dioxide footprint.

There used to be a common phrase,
“when the stars align,” which meant
several variables were synchronizing and
coming into place for a good purpose.
In this instance, USCS is more focused
on the sun rather than the stars. That’s
because several variables—including
solar technologies, federal and state
tax incentives—all make it timely for
USCS to pursue three renewable energy
installations. They involve California
warehouses in McClellan (Sacramento),
Fresno, and Tulare.
“Swire Group and USCS are
defining those projects that make an
environmental and sustainable impact
and that also make good business
sense,” notes Dan Postlewaite, USCS
Manager of Sustainable Development
and a Senior Project Engineer. “When
you look at all the factors, these projects
represent some ‘low-lying fruit.’ In the
big picture, this is not just us going
green. Sure, these projects will help us
reduce greenhouse gases—but they
make lots of sense for USCS in the
long term.”
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Meanwhile, Postlewaite already is
casting an eye at calendar 2022.
“We’re excited to see these new
projects progress but there is still
more we are targeting in the near
future,” says Postlewaite. “These
could involve additional sites in
California as well as Indiana, Illinois
and Georgia.”
He concludes, “We have something
of a dynamic model, where we
consider the many variables that
go into each one of our decisions.
Some of these variables include
state greenhouse gas reduction
targets, physical aspects about
our buildings, their locations, their
energy usage, and a slew of other
factors. We also stay abreast of
technology advances and related
projections for year-over-year energy
efficiency gains. In the end, again,
it’s all about making sure we’re
doing the right thing that’s not only
sustainable for the environment but
also for our overall business.”

USCS McClellan, CA
Install a microgrid consisting of batteries and solar panels
to generate an estimated 2.4 million KWh per year. This
could reduce an estimated 34% of USCS’ Scope 2 carbon
footprint in McClellan (including the expansion) and
eliminate 1.2 million lbs of carbon dioxide per year.
Status: Under Construction – Online Q2 - 2022

USCS Tulare, CA
The Phase 3 solar array expansion will generate an additional
3.1 million KWh per year and eliminate 1.5 million lbs of
CO2. This would help Tulare reduce its total Scope 2 carbon
footprint by 46.4%. The three phases combined will generate
an estimated total of 5.2 million kWh, or approximately 77.7%
of the total Tulare North electricity consumption.
Timeline: Start 2021 - Online 2022

USCS Fresno, CA
Install a combination of solar panels and batteries across
a 19-acre site to generate estimated 13.2 million KWh
per year. This could reduce 79% of USCS’ Scope 2 carbon
footprint in Fresno and eliminate 6.5 million lbs of carbon
dioxide per year. It could eliminate a projected 79 million lbs
of CO2 over the technology’s 25-year lifespan.
Status: Project Approved – Construction Begin Q1 2022
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coldvolution
noun

1.

An evolution of the cold chain originated by the best in cold.

2.

An innovative, strategic transformation currently happening in
temperature-controlled logistics, storage, and distribution driven by
United States Cold Storage.

3.

Exponential opportunities for growth through purposeful partnerships,
advanced automation, digitization and strategic facility expansions all of
which empowers USCS customers to grow exponentially, too.

4.

The fervent formulation of safer, more efficient, and dependable operations.

5.

The rise of never-before-seen distinction built on the dedication of the
US Cold Crew who support the critical infrastructure of our industry.

uscold.com

